Tractatus coislinianus1
- The politics of the reduced mass for two Interacting bodies
The reduced mass is always less than or equal to the mass of each body 2:

Due to recent developments in the metamorphosis of Belly Inflation it is no longer possible to
discern the flâneur from The Man in the Crowd. Although Interacting Bodies reexamine the
possibilities inherent in the metamorphosis. As robinsonners, we fully understand how the stresscurve might construct new imagos.
Is it really possible to understand the stress-curve?3
“Let us look one another in the face. We are robinsonners – we know well enough how much out of
the way we live”.4 The time has come to understate the motto which drives, unknowingly, the
convolution processes of naturally-occuring ELF/VLF:
Increscunt animi, virescrit volnere virtus.5
As you know, Ladies and Gentlemen, The Lab seeks eternal transgression without the need of a
deity or other supernatural stimulants. The World is a Hell, populated by demons and tortured souls,
unbeknownst of their own suffering. And The Lab is their fucking cure! 6

“Accurate scholarship can/ Unearth the whole offence/ From Luther until now/ That has driven a
culture mad,/ Find what occured in Linz,/ What huge imago made/ A psychopathic god:/ I and the
public know/ What all schoolchildren learn,/ Those to whom evil is done/ Do evil in return.” 7
Ladies and Gentlemen: Sync is complete. Space has begun. 8
1 At the advent of Lab#1, the lost writings of Aristotle appeared, as in a crystalline dream. Monks have tried to deride
and ridicule the existence of the Tractatus but history has shown that comedy is here to stay.
2 For typical applications in nuclear physics, where one particle's mass is much larger than the other the reduced mass
can be approximated as the smaller mass of the system. The limit of the reduced mass formula as one mass goes to
infinity is the smaller mass, thus this approximation is used to ease calculations, especially when the larger particles
exact mass is not known.
3 “Since the beginning of time, Man has yearned to destroy the sun.” Mr. Burns in Who shot Mr. Burns?, The
Simpsons, Episode 25, Season 6, September 17, 1995.
4 Nietzsche, Friedrich: The Anti-Christ, 1888. Rewritten.
5 The spirit grows,strength is restored by wounding.
6 Being an ambulating aural laboratory dedicated to positive thinking, CT[Lab] exists at the cross-sectional curve
between the historical Vanguard and the Neolithical era. The Lab is an Anthropomorphic tribe composed of multiple
bands of lineage. The last body of evidence excavated near the banks of Nidelva provided evidence of a society with
a minimum of 2562 FFT-bands.
7 Auden, W. H.: September 1, 1939, 1940.
8 In order to provide proper durability, databases need to use some form of sync in order to make sure the information
written has made it to Non-volatile storage rather than just being stored in a memory-based write cache that would
be lost if power failed.

